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Secure your Business
with BigMIND Disaster
Recovery

In order for organizations to survive at all times, across all industries, it is very important to develop 
effective strategies for avoiding loss of sales and revenue, high costs, possible supply chain disruptions, 
interrupted service, and loss of reputation due to bad press about an outage. The availability of IT 
resources can be jeopardized unfortunately, by natural disasters, ransomware attacks, human error, and 
security breaches. How can businesses protect from any downtime that disrupts employee productivity, 
customer interactions, destroys data, and freezes business processes?

Why businesses require disaster recovery?

With a robust, tested disaster recovery plan businesses can ensure their continuity. Having an 
inadequate DR plan, it will quickly reestablish access to applications, data, and IT resources after an 
outage. More frequently now businesses face disasters where their entire network crashes and their 
employees can no longer work for the day or longer. With a disaster recovery plan, by using the mirrored 
system, your employees can continue to work uninterrupted, while your IT works on fixing the problem 
with the original network.

Don’t risk your business revenue and customers

After an accidental deletion, it can take days to get your business back online, and you may permanently 
lose business revenue and customers because they don’t have access to vital data to complete their 
business-critical processes. Thus, your organization cannot afford to neglect disaster recovery backups, 
and the disaster recovery investments are completely justified.

BigMIND disaster recovery

Don’t wait for a disaster to happen. Disaster recovery plans should be designed, deployed, and tested 
long before they are needed. BigMIND Disaster Recovery protects your clients’ workloads when disaster 
strikes by instantly taking a full image of your computer or server and restoring it to the previous state, 
including all drives and settings. This means that if a disaster happens, you can simply restore the image 
you took and get back up and running in the same environment you had previously.

When you add BigMIND Disaster Recovery to BigMIND Cloud Backup, you can easily extend the cloud 
recovery services your clients need, and make disaster recovery painless. BigMIND Disaster Recovery is 
an easy and quick service provider solution that restores your machines whether they’re in the office or 
being worked with remotely. It ensures your business productivity, saves you time and money in just a 
few steps, keeps systems up-to-date and compliant without worry, and equips your employees with the 
necessary tools to protect their data!

BigMIND



BigMIND Universal Restore

When businesses get the BigMIND Universal Restore, they perform hardware recovery from differing 

systems rapidly without issue. With BigMIND Universal Restore, organizations can restore to the same 
machine or completely separate hardware, virtual and bare-metal physical environments included. 
BigMIND Universal Restore makes the disaster recovery for Windows PC backup software more flexible 
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or amenable.

Incremental & Differential Backups

What businesses enjoy about BigMIND Disaster Recovery is that they save time and bandwidth with 
Incremental & Differential backups. One of the biggest benefits for BigMIND Disaster Recovery is that 
full system images are not needed every time the backup runs, instead only changed files are backed 
up, reducing backup size and time needed.

Data security 

Organizations can easily and quickly backup and restore their machines whether they’re in the office or 
being worked with remotely, and store their backed-up files in the BigMIND Cloud.

Reduce downtime

Get clients running in mere minutes by spinning up IT systems in the BigMIND Cloud with full site-to-
site connectivity and the ability to recover them to similar or dissimilar hardware. 

Minimize complexity

It’s one solution for any workload managed from a single interface, and there is no need to add, learn, or 
manage another platform as everything is integrated into BigMIND Universal Restore.

Recurring revenue

Increase your monthly recurring revenue, when you deliver more value, deepen client relationships, and 
increase retention by offering clients the disaster recovery services they are looking for.

Key Features
• Consolidated Management

With the easy-to-use dashboard, you can simply and efficiently manage the computer backup software 
from anywhere including desktops and mobile devices.

• Full Systems Support

Whether you’re up-to-date with Windows 10 or using legacy systems like Windows XP or if you’re 
running macOS or even a Linux server, our service is the one-stop universal shop for them all.
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• Instinctual Interface

Our simple and intuitive web dashboard makes it easy to set up and manage your backups, meaning 
less time and money wasted on training.

• Admin Management

Assign roles to multiple administrators depending on your business’s needs. Easily manage your team, 
remote or local.

• Customized Reports and Monitoring

Choose how often and the method in which you’d like to receive backup status information. Receive 
reports, notifications of activity, and critical events as often or little as you’d like.

• AES-256 Encryption

BigMIND uses zero-knowledge end-to-end AES-256 encryption and high-grade disk-level encryption to 
ensure your data’s protection.
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